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Knights Hold Formal Dance
October 11 at Elks Ballroom

Boise Junior College's new home economics department is equipped for a three unit kitchen developed upon the model home kitchen style," said Mrs. Runce Austin, instructor. "The unit will be added eventually.

This foods laboratory includes four electric ranges, two refrigerators and various small equipment. Dahua and silverware, enough for one unit, will be added.

Four electric sewing machines are now ready for use in the clothing class. Two steel iron boards and two electric irons have been ordered.

The manual training shop is making four tables to be used by the clothing class for cutting material.

Mrs. Austin said that she planned to use the facility which was accepted as a blanket veto by the club adviser on all measures passed upon by the club for the first year; the members now enrolled are to be considered charter members; the selection of plays is to be decided by club votes; the cast is to be chosen by the club adviser and a committee of faculty members of his own choosing; business meetings are to be held on the second and Tuesday of every month and social meetings on the fourth Wednesday.

The purpose of the club is to promote dramatic activities in Boise Junior College. It is definitely stated in the constitution, part of the constitution that plays are to be performed in the building by the Drama Club; Student Union room for the past years. The organization was established at a formal banquet Friday night.

Theatre is an activity that certain little gal, don't have to look at her to explain why. Fluzzy skirts are all right for some, but others, wow! Still, red seems to be the thing this season.

Boise Junior College Holds Open House

Boise Junior College's new home economics department was visited by the faculty of the school. Guests were conducted through the building for the Valkyries and Intercollegiate Knights. Many flowers, gifts from various business firms, the halls and offices of the building, Mrs. Roland M. Power was chairman. Drama department offices were visited. A girls who you can have oodles with an air of gayety and enthusiasm. Problems were to be solved by the club adviser, on all measures passed upon by the club for the first year; the members now enrolled are to be considered charter members; the selection of plays is to be decided by club votes; the cast is to be chosen by the club adviser and a committee of faculty members of his own choosing; business meetings are to be held on the second and Tuesday of every month and social meetings on the fourth Wednesday.
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Perfect Sophomore Boy

Hair—Jim Thomas
Legs—Gary Gray
Eyes—Warren Shaap
Teeth—George Miller
Hands—John Johnson
Dimples—Bob Haynes

Perfect Freshman Boy

Hair—Claytay
Legs—Tommy Collins
Eyes—Warren Shaap
Teeth—Johnny Lejardi
Hands—Rick Chastong
Dimples—Chris Alexander

Perfect Freshman Boy

Get out and work for our school. Make its institutions valuable and progressive. It is for our benefit to see ourselves and then to realize that we have an important part in the completion of these tasks.
New Building Includes Interesting Features

BY GRACE NEWMAN

Your reporter became statistically minded the other day and proceeded to count the doors in just what our new building is composed of.

On the street floor 10 class rooms, 2 offices, 8 laboratories and a room. These rooms have in entirely, 24 doors. After 27 steps lead to the next floor. There are three only rooms here for classes, besides two offices and one closet. However, eight doors can be found.

Each outside entrance oasts only six steps. When we step out side and look at our beautiful college building, we can readily see that windows are certainly sufficiently admirable. However, you'll never have wondered how many windows there are, but your reporter counted 180 in all. If you don't believe this, you may count them for yourself as centers of instruction to follow the sidewalk around the building and not trample theneedle-leaved top and around the building.

As a summary, I might state that in all our buildings there are 180 offices, 12 laboratories.

There's a man in Philadelphia who built himself a miniature swag band out of wood. It doesn't play any music, and that makes it a genuine reproduction.

Leanin' on the Old Top Rail, With Uncle Dale

Yes sir, Bob, the Broncos did it again, and this time it was in a game that Uncle Dale was kind of afraid to guess was going to be a tough one. But when he picked the Broncos to win in a close one, well, you said, right or wrong didn't matter.

The score was not so high, 6-0, but it meant more than a win over the Carroll Indians. The reason for this is because the whole running attack, was hampered by a slippery field at La Grande. The Broncs piled up over the muddy field. Time after time our backs got started on what promised to be a sure touchdown, only to slip and fall. Twice times during the game the Broncos were in scoring position only to have their attack come to an abrupt halt because the field was so muddy and wet.

Bad breaks hit the Broncos, too, once especially, when the team fumbled on their own 18-yard line, but fine defense that played on the part of Al Egan, Art Tuntland, "Pop" Curtis, and Bob Simmons prevented a possible score.

According to Coach Jacoby, the Broncos ironed out a lot of rough spots between the Carroll and any R.O.N. game. The blocking improved and the boys found themselves shining on the other side.

Just how much the Broncos improved is hard to determine because there was no chance for a demonstration on the home field against the Idaho State team. They pass defense, however, showed a weakness that the coaches hope will be strengthened before the next game.

Players From Boise

On the get-acquainted-with list this week comes two boys from Boise, Washington, Art Tuntland and "Tucker" Calkins. Art, big boy, plays tackle and is a real touch down getter. On one thing that makes "Big Art" tough on opponents is his height. Art just reaches out with his long arms and grabs a runner as he goes by, just as fast as he can. "When sombody big, your ticket only goes to the end of the line, and this is it!" Look for him, students. He's the big handsome boy with congenial smile, and understands the game.

Next we come to Tucker Calkins, Art's pal, from Auburn. Tucker is a hard-running, high stepping back. He's the type of person that doesn't say much but can do a whole lot. A living guilting thing about "Tuck" is the way he puts his head down in his shoulders and pulls his knees up high when he's running. If you will notice, when he hits the line he usually comes up with a gain. Keep your eyes open, fans, when the Broncos pile up over goal line. The player with the ball is pretty likely to be Tucker. You also might watch how many tacklers hit the skids when Tucker cuts out in the open.

Forecast of This Week's Game

Now, getting down to this game some of the called critics seem to think the Broncs aren't going to do a thing. They expect to be beaten by the Indians. However, Old Uncle Dale is going to stick to his neck again and say, "The Broncs—by six or seven points." You say. Well, I don't know, but at Albion there's Roopa, while at Boise there's Uncle Harold Brandel, Miller, Shaw, Thrallik, Footh, etc., and there are some bad men to fool with. These, together with our strong forward wall, plus a dry field, mean well. I just can't be too far gone.
Bronco Fans Will See Plenty of This High-Stepping Gent

BY BILL STEVENS

Twenty-seven Broncos along with Coach Harry Jacoby, Charlie Robinson and two managers left today for Albion where the Broncos will meet Albion Normal Saturday, October 12, in a game which promises to be full of thrills and spills. Both Jacoby and Robinson failed to commit themselves as to the outcome of the game; however, they did give a strong hint that the Broncos inc. were looking forward to another victory.

Now looking at our opponent's side for awhile we find that Albion has a wide open, hard running doc or red attack, one that is hard to stop anytime. The only thing that makes their attack at all weak is the fact that they depend on one man to carry the threat of it. This man is indeed a potent back at B.J.C. fans will remember last year when Albion's next move? So with all due respects to Albion and a fine team, I again pick the Broncos in a close one with a dry field to aid my cause. (I hope!)

ROLLING SKATE Open Every Night

Boise's largest and most modern. All equipment and latest hits in special recorded roller skate music. Won't have to listen to the same tune twice in an evening unless you request it.

FRANK'S ROLLER RINK

712½ Idaho

Say it with Flowers

Floral Co.

CUT FLOWERS - CORSAGES - PLANTS

111 N. Ninth

Phone 180

OKLAHOMA GAS

Better Gasoline and Oil and Furnace Oil for Less

FARMER OIL COMPANY

Phone 5389 or 2534

Zivic Brothers' SERVICE GARAGE

24-Hour Service STORAGE

Certified "Shell Lubrication" Simoniaising Mechanical Service

PRESTONE HEATERS RADIOS TIRES BATTERIES ACCESSORIES

Get Your Bronc Football Schedules at—

701 Bannock

"AT THE GATEWAY OF THE CAPITOL"